
WRITERS' SCHEME 2018 

We are delighted to announce the 

launch of our second Mikron 

Writers' Scheme this autumn 

Background 

The scheme was set up in 2014 to widen our pool of writing talent, in order to 

meet the specific creative demands of this unique, 47-year-old theatre company. 

Selected writers participated in a 6 week, tailor-made development process, 

working alongside professional dramaturgs, directors and actors, which resulted 

in the commissioning, over 3 years, of three new writers. By 'new' we mean new 

to Mikron; the company nurtures relationships with emerging and experienced 

writers alike.  

Mikron recognises that a commitment to and investment in the development of 

new writing are essential to its artistic evolution. So we're going again… 

The Scheme 

The scheme is unpaid but travel expenses will be covered (equivalent to 

standard class off-peak return train fare from your home address to Marsden). 

Participation in the scheme places you on an immediate shortlist for fully paid 

commission. It also offers an excellent development opportunity, which will be 

structured as follows: 

 Briefing at Mikron's base in Marsden, West Yorkshire. This is an 

opportunity to meet the producer, director and dramaturge to get the low-

down on how the company operates and what they're looking for, as well 

as an opportunity for you to ask questions. This session will include a 

master-class with composer/lyricist Jim Woodland, a long-term associate 

of Mikron. Jim will offer insights into what makes a good lyric, and the 

function and placement of songs in a Mikron play. As the commissioned 

writer will eventually work with a composer and musical director, these 

insights will prove invaluable. 

 You will be set a short task with a two week turnaround. We are highly 

conscious of keeping the workload reasonable and so, in response to an 

evaluation of our previous scheme, we have reduced the scale of tasks. 

 We provide written feedback. At this stage we will shortlist the 

candidates for further development.  



 Shortlisted candidates are set a development task – we need to see how 

you respond to notes.  

 Half-day workshop with actors. This is an opportunity to hear your work out 

loud, see it on its feet and exploit the theatrical possibilities that actors can 

unleash. 

 Final exercise to process the workshop's findings. 

 Final feedback. 

 Commission offer for successful candidates. 

Dates and Deadlines  

 

12 Oct   Application submission deadline 

17 Oct    Scheme places offered out  

23 Oct    Briefing at Mikron (Marsden, West Yorkshire) 

(contact day, travel paid) 

6 Nov    First exercise deadline 

20 Nov    Feedback and shortlist  

3 Dec    Second exercise deadline for short listed candidates 

4/5 Dec   Half-day workshop with actors (Marsden, West Yorkshire) 

(contact day, travel paid) *you will only be required for one of 

these days* 

13 Dec    Final exercise deadline  

W/c 17 Dec  Bespoke feedback delivered to you 

 

What we need  

 

Please send no more than 5 pages of a sample of your theatre writing (no TV or 

film scripts please) along with a brief expression of interest, highlighting relevant 

experience. Research into Mikron is recommended; you can see our back 

catalogue on our website. Whilst you may not be able to evidence all these points 

in your excerpt, we're ultimately looking for writers who can: 

1. Play about with Style 

2. Understand Form 

3. Be explicitly Theatrical 

4. Write gripping plots 

5. Undertake extensive Research 

6. Understand the Specifics of Mikron 

Submissions to mikronnewwriters@gmail.com  

 

 



A bit about us 

 

The specifics of Mikron's production criteria strongly influence the aesthetics of 

our output. It's essential, therefore, that writers not only understand the 

challenges posed by Mikron's unique demands but that they artistically embrace 

them. All our writers have said that a Mikron commission is unlike any other. 

Here's why... 

 

For 47 years, Mikron has produced musical plays about British movements or 

institutions, often told from lesser-known perspectives. Our shows are informative 

and entertaining, meticulously researched, and served up as a gripping yarn. We 

tour to predominantly non-theatre venues where we contend with planes, trains 

and lawn mowers. We perform on lifeboats and allotments, in youth hostels and 

Women's Institutes, we've even done a show in a tunnel! Our stories reach across 

busy pub gardens without losing their power to affect.  

We're the leading theatre company that tours the inland waterways of Britain by 

narrowboat. Our extremely talented casts of four (always two women and two 

men) have at least one instrument and strong singing capabilities. They also 

comprise their own stage management team so sets, props and costume have to 

be easy to carry and compact enough to travel onboard the boat. Lighting is basic 

with no effects, changes or blackouts. Music is integral to everything we do 

and is always and only ever live. We're currently touring until 20th October 

2018, so if you haven't seen a Mikron show check out our website for dates: 

www.mikron.org.uk 

If you can write a good gag, a gripping plot, use song to tell stories, elicit a tear, 

undertake research then impart it through drama, this could be the job for you. 

 

 

http://www.mikron.org.uk/

